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Wales Green Party Strategy 2015 - 2017 
 
Key points 

● Whilst the 2017 local elections are important, the current objective must be to win at least 
one seat in the Assembly elections. The reputation of Wales Green Party will be damaged, 
possibly irreparably, if we fail to do so, so all efforts must be concentrated on this. 

● Local parties can continue to plan ahead to local elections using Target to Win, but the 
Wales wide strategy must be to focus on May 2016. Local parties need to acknowledge the 
need to expand beyond their own territory to achieve election success for Wales. 

● We will build up our activist base within local parties, and improve our organisational 
efficiency in Wales.  

● We plan to increase our membership and supporter base. 
 

1. Mission 
To get elected Greens in office in Wales, in order to encourage protection of the environment and 
promote social justice. 
 
2. Objectives 
2.1 Electoral objectives 
This is our primary focus over the next year. 
 
2016 Assembly elections 

● To aim to win three seats, with a minimum of one, through the proportional list vote. 
● To aim to retain deposits in 7 constituency seats. 
● To raise our profile and build local party capacity across Wales in the lead up to the 2016 

elections, and to consolidate support for future council elections. 
● To increase our vote share across Wales from 3.4% in 2011 to 6.4% in 2016i

● To increase membership from 2754 in September 2015 to 3200 in May 2016. 
.  

 
2017 Local Elections 

● To stand in 120 wards in Wales. 
● To stand a full slate of candidates in Cardiff and Swansea. 
● To achieve 5 councillors, 15 second placesii

 
 

2.2 Wider political objectives  
We will pursue these secondary objectives: 

• To promote a unique and radical Green vision for Wales. 
• To broaden support for Green politics, we will work with others including community, 

campaign and business groups and trade unions. 
• To motivate and mobilise more Green Party members and supporters. 

 
The context 
3.1 Political context 
The 2011 result. 

• MWW - Greens would have needed another 4764 votes. 
• SWC - Greens would have needed another 5741 votes (2011 target region). 
• SWE - Greens would have needed another 6069 votes. 
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• SWW - Greens would have needed another 6732 votes. 

• NW - Greens would have needed another 7102 votes. 
 

 
Constituency voting forecasts.  
The latest poll suggests that in MWW the constituency seats will split four ways (3 Tory, 3 Plaid 
Cymru, 1 Labour and 1 Lib Dem), leaving plenty of opportunity for us to take list seats. The same 
poll suggests that Labour will take all eight constituency seats in SWC, making it very difficult for 
us to win list seats there (SWE might be easier as WGP Leader will get name recognition votes). 
 
See detailed Annex 2 which explains potential scenarios in each region. 
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3.2 Potential Green voters  

 
● Our core demographic remains the left-of-centre “lower class professionals”, likely to work in 

the public or third sector or the creative industries.  
 

● We also poll strongly among younger voters, likely to be renting, and so highly mobile with less 
sense of place than settled homeowners. They are difficult to reach through canvassing, and likely 
to move between wards. But they are more likely to engage with us via social media, and to 
identify with issue-based campaigns rather than traditional local issues. 
 

● We welcome the election of Jeremy Corbyn, an anti-austerity leader with a strong sense of 
morality. However, we will make it clear to Welsh voters that the Labour Party cannot be trusted 
not to revert to their neoliberal default, given the opposition Corbyn faces within his own party. It 
should also be made clear that while Corbyn takes many admirable stances, his stance on 
Parliamentary and constitutional reform is not noteworthy - this, partnered with the fact that he 
gained no support from Welsh Labour MPs, suggest that Corbyn's politics may not flow readily into 
Welsh Labour. We can be the party of strength and resolve in the face of a time of uncertainty for 
(Welsh) Labour. 
 

● We will demonstrate that Labour aren’t the party people want them to be by promoting a 
positive Green vision, with policies and achievements at local and regional levels, is at the heart of 
our strategy.  
 

● Although asking Labour voters for their list vote might seem a sensible tactic in some regions, 
(e.g. South Wales Central - based on 2011 figures, Labour needed an additional 63k votes for a 
first regional seat, whereas we needed 5,741, less than 7% of the Labour regional votes) we will 
not pursue this based on the failure of this strategy in 2011. Tactical voting messages have not 
worked for WGP in the past. 
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● We will seek to attract Lib Dem voters by emphasising the environment, fairtrade and human 

rights issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3 Voter concerns 
 
This UK wide research reveals conflicts between Green and the Electorates concerns.  

 
 
Analysis of Wales only responses to research (May 2015) asking: “What is the single most 
important issue facing the country at the present time?” reveals: 

● Economy – 25.5% 
● Immigration – 19.1% 
● Health/NHS – 14.6% 
● the Tories (as a problem) – 7.7% 
● Inequality – 6.4% 
● Austerity/cuts – 4.4% 
● Europe – 3.7% 
● Welfare – 2.9% 
● Jobs – 2.1% 
● Terrorism – 2% 
● Environment – 1.9% 

 
3.4 The state of the Wales and local Green Parties 

● We have a handful of strong local parties with motivated activists and good organisation 
(E.g. Cardiff, Gwent, Ceredigion). Some other local parties also have undertaken 
successful community campaigns (E.g. Swansea, Neath). 

● Other newer local parties are struggling with limited active membership. (E.g. Dwyfor 
Meirionnydd, Carmarthenshire, Brecknock). 

● We also have members in peripheral constituencies who have difficulty engaging with a 
local party (E.g. Merthyr, Caerphilly, Rhondda, Pontypridd, Yns Môn). 

● Our Leader has a growing media profile in Wales. 

http://www.britishelectionstudy.com/data-object/post-election-wave-6-of-the-2014-2017-british-election-study-internet-panel/�
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● Our main limiting factor is our capacity to organise effective ground campaigns in local 
areas with strong potential support; the other major factor is our ability to efficiently manage 
a Wales-wide campaign to make the most of the capacity we already have. 

● Our membership has grown strongly with 320% increase since November 2014. 
● Many local parties lack the capacity to contact members, volunteers and supporters early 

and often, to motivate and inspire them about the Green Party, and to make best use of 
their skills and time. 

● Local parties also vary in their ability to run effective local community campaigns, and 
campaign in a way that also contributes to their local and our national electoral objectives. 

● The appointment of a paid Campaign Manager will make a significant impact on our ability 
to maximize our potential. 

● Membership (as of end July): 
○ 346 South Wales East: 

  346 Gwent 
 

○ 670 South Wales Central: 
 670 Cardiff 

 
○ 378 South Wales West: 

  83 Bridgend 
  65 Neath Port Talbot 
 230 Swansea 

 
 

○ 1028 Mid and West Wales: 
  83 Brecknock 
 175 Carmarthen 
 261 Ceredigion 
  73 Dwyfor Meirionnydd 
 173 Montgomeryshire 
 186 Pembrokeshire 
  77 Radnor 

 
○ 446 North Wales: 

 195 North East Wales 
 251 North West Wales 

 
4. Elections strategies 
4.1 2016 Assembly Election 

● We will liaise with local parties to achieve our aim of running a full slate of constituency and 
list candidates. 

● We will work with GPEW to encourage activist support from England and to secure support 
from Natalie Bennett and the GPEW deputy leaders. 

● We do not advocate a targeting strategy as this has been unsuccessful in the past, and the 
nature of Assembly regional top-up system means that all regions stand some chance of 
success. 

● We acknowledge that prioritisation of resources may be required – particularly decisions 
around the location of events, campaigns and press activities. We therefore suggest that 
Mid & West Wales and South West Central are given slight priority over other regions when 
these decisions arise. 

● Mid & West Wales presents challenges given the scale of the region and could benefit from 
additional support if available. It presents opportunities in that it requires the smallest swing 
based on 2011 figures; it holds our largest membership; we have an experienced and 
successful team in Ceredigion; and the region has shown the most growth over recent 
years. 

● South Wales Central presents opportunities in that Cardiff is the largest local party; our 
most successful General Election result was in Cardiff Central; members and activists are 
easier to mobilise in Cardiff; and our office, media and campaign staff will be based there. 
 

4.2 Assembly Candidates 
● Although it is recognised that not every candidate will be able to put in an identical amount 

of time and effort, all list candidates will be expected to play a meaningful part in the 
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election campaign, not just those high up on the list. All list candidates, regardless of their 
place on the list, need to be aware of the high profile of the election campaign and the 
associated public and media interest, and are expected to contribute to it in a professional 
way. 

● While the greatest prospects for success lie in the list rather than the individual 
constituencies, the 40 constituency candidates will nevertheless have a vital role, acting as 
local ambassadors for the campaign, raising the profile of the party in each constituency 
and taking part in local hustings. 
 

4.3 Postal voting 
● According to the Electoral Commission report, across Wales, 389,150 postal ballots were 

issued in 2011, representing 17.0% of the electorate. This is the largest proportion to date. 
More than seven in 10 of postal ballots issued were returned. Of these, 4.7% (constituency) 
and 4.8% (regional list) were rejected because of failures relating to personal identifiers or 
non-inclusion of either a ballot or statement in the envelope. (See page 10 of report for 
more info). 

● Regional Campaign Teams will seek to improve Green vote share amongst postal voters by 
encouraging Green voters to register for a postal vote and, in key wards, by encouraging 
existing postal voters to vote Green. At all times we will strictly follow Electoral Commission 
guidelines on the promotion of postal voting. 
 

4.4 Funding the campaign 
● We will need to raise at least £56,500 to pay for the basic costs of the campaign and 

deposits. However, we will strive for a much more ambitious target of £96,500 to ensure a 
really effective and well-resourced campaign.  We will work closely with GPEW to ensure 
an effective and successful fundraising operation.  
 

4.5 Essential deliverables and further useful tactics 
● Below are the key components which are essential for a successful campaign. These basic 

components must be delivered efficiently. 
Essential 

○ Campaign Manager £16600* 
○ External Communications Officer £8300* 
○ Regional Organiser £9000* 
○ Candidate training £1000* 
○ Election office £5000* 
○ Deposits, 5 regional party lists and 40 constituency candidates £22,500 
○ Freepost leaflets, £26,500  
○ Manifesto £1500 
○ Campaign launch £1000 
○ Advertising (e.g. newspaper wraparounds) £2000 
○ Translations £1000 
○ Visibility (e.g. stalls) £1000 
○ Misc  - travel / expenses £1000 

Desirable 
○ Freepost leaflet (larger / second mailing) £20,000 
○ Other literature £3500 
○ English-language election broadcast £8000 
○ Welsh-language election broadcast £2000 

http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/141278/NAW-2011-electoral-data-report-WEB.pdf�
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○ Additional advertising £3000 
○ Additional translations £1000 
○ Additional visibility – stalls / events £2000 
○ Misc - travel / expenses £500 

*Money already identified 
 

● These are further tactics that can be upgraded or added to depending upon the availability 
of resources. 

○ Visibility stunts like a tour of bicycles 
○ Attending local hustings and using traditional and social media to publicise our 

attendance and reception 
○ Using paid advertising / opportunities on social media 

 
4.6 2017 Local elections 

● At this stage our principal focus will be on building the capacity of local parties to gain seats 
in these elections.  
 

5. Key issues, messages and themes 
5.1 Policy areas 

● In all our activities we will seek to promote a mix of local, regional and global issues and a 
mix of social and environmental issues. 

● Our strapline for the Assembly election will be: For People, For Planet, for Wales. 
● We will identify the issues we want to campaign on, and make sure that we own those 

issues so that voters who care about those particular issues vote for us. We don't have to 
appeal to everyone. 10% of the vote will be more than enough to win Assembly seats. 

● Although we will have a full range of policies in our election manifestos we recognise the 
need to continually highlight 4-5 key themes in order to maximise our impact. We will 
therefore aim to consistently promote the following broad themes in the next year: 

  
1. The Environment / Climate Change 

Only Green ideas can save the planet. 
Climate change is the most serious threat to all of us, and the Green Party has been 
campaigning on this issue for forty years. We have the solutions. 

- The Environment: Housing 
We need warm homes to live in. Upgrade the housing stock. Add insulation. 

- The Environment: Renewable Energy 
We need electricity to power our lives and our industries. Green support for renewable 
energy. Stop fracking, stop nuclear. 

- The Environment: Reduce Pollution, Safe Food 
Green agricultural solutions. 
(Include an extract from the Agriculture policy to back this up) 
 

2. A Modern Economy 
Green Prosperity 
A firm foundation for a prosperous society: exporting excess water and energy 

- Economic equality 
Equal pay for equal work; more part-time work and job-sharing  

- New Green Jobs 
New jobs in housing upgrades, new jobs in renewable energy. 
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- Creative Industries 
The only sustainable growth possible on a finite world is the growth of ideas. Invest in 
Education and encourage creative industries. 

 
3. Rural communities 
- Promote the Welsh language, culture and community, with increased support for 

community centres and projects. 
- Improve public transport, access to schools and hospitals, and high-speed internet 

provision across Wales. 
- Create jobs; support SMEs; provide training. 
- Provide affordable housing and take people out of fuel poverty. 
- Harmonise sustainable food production with diverse and robust natural habitats and with 

animal rights. 
- Work towards one planet (sustainable) living. 

 
4. Health 

A sick society makes people sick 
Tackle the pressure on the NHS at source. 
"secure a healthy urban and rural environment, healthy work, healthy sexual behaviour, 
increase physical activity, reduce consumption of tobacco, alcohol, drug use and gambling, 
healthy agriculture and food, healthy education, a healthy transport system and healthy 
local economic development" 

- Train and attract more doctors and nurses. 
- Cultural changes are needed to remove the stigma from mental health, which prevents 

people seeking treatment and adds to their problems Support for the MIND manifesto.  
- NHS Free at point of use 

"universal healthcare system free at the point of use funded through general taxation" 
Retain free appointments, prescriptions, hospital treatment. Free dental checkups and 
essential dentistry. Free eye checks. 

- Joined up thinking - link up treatment with care services, social services and mental health. 
Join up treatment and care. Currently, they are assessed differently, so patients are stuck in 
hospital because they couldn't afford to pay for care if they returned home. 
 

5. Education 
- Education is a public good and a social right - it is worthy of public investment. 
- Education is for all: young, old, poor, rich, rural, urban, English language, Welsh language, 

academic and vocational  
- Schools must be creative spaces for learning and growing, not exam factories with large 

class sizes 
- Wales lacks skills, we must invest in more apprenticeships and vocational training. We 

must reverse Further Education cuts. 
- Higher education must be affordable, education must not result in a life’s worth of debt – 

free university tuition and sufficient grants. 
- Attract and train more teachers. 

 
We will also promote Equality, particularly Women’s and LGBTIQ rights, using the LGBTIQ 
manifesto that has already been produced by Welsh Green Pride. 
 
5.2 Messaging style 
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● Messages should be ‘for’ not against things. 
● We should be radical, honest and evidence-based. We should not be controversial for the 

sake of it, but if something comes up which we disagree with, we stick to our beliefs. This 
approach will set us apart from other parties. 

● Climate Sense / Climate Moment campaign to be rolled out in late 2015. 
● We must make sure we own climate change as an issue. Other issues are important too, 

but climate change is ours and no other party must take it away from us. 
● Talk about climate change in relation to daily life – economy and jobs 

 
Improving the way we appeal to voters is vital. We will incorporate Moral Foundations Theory into 
our communications methods. To summarise: 
Voters vote for or against policies, not on the basis of careful analytical thought, but by judging 
them instinctively against various "good things", which include: 

• Care. Caring for others is good, harming others is bad. 
• Fairness. Justice according to agreed rules is good, cheating is bad. 
• Liberty. Liberty is good, tyranny is bad. 
• Loyalty. Standing with your in-group, your family, your nation is good. Betrayal is bad. 
• Authority. Respect for tradition and legitimate authority is good. Subversion is bad. 
• Sanctity. Pure things are good. Disgusting things are bad. 

Imperfect as it is, it's a way of looking at how to present policies in terms of values. Currently, we 
seem to promote our environmental policies on the basis of Authority - do as we say, because the 
science says we're right. That's the least likely way to appeal to people of Green temperament. 
 
We will explore other ways of communicating. For example, we could promote environmental 
policies on the basis of Care - rising sea levels will harm people. Or Fairness - environmental 
catastrophe cheats future generations. Or Loyalty - if we allow the sea levels to rise forty feet, we 
betray our neighbours and our nation, as our cities will be flooded. Or Sanctity - polluting the 
environment is disgusting. 
 
5.3 Other parties 
We will develop clear and concise responses to questions around our relationships with other 
parties. Plaid Cymru in particular has presented problems in the past. We will develop this further, 
but an example response: 

• Plaid Cymru does not want a relationship with the Greens, though we have previously tried 
for a joint strategy 

• Greens are consistent. Plaid inconsistent on policy and votes (nuclear, fox hunting, 
badgers) 

• Greens have never compromised their principles. You cannot trust Plaid Cymru policy as 
their reality does not match their policies 
 
 

6. Building our capacity to deliver the strategy 
6.1 WGP 
We will focus on five areas. 
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Running efficient and effective regional campaigns 

● Set a timetable for key deliverables (see section 4.2.3) and produce a work plan on how 
they will be delivered and the person(s) responsible. Make this a core part of strategy 
meetings. Key deadlines outlined below: 

- All list candidates selected by end October. 
- All constituency candidates selected by end Feb. 
- Strategy document agreed by October. 
- Campaign Manager in place by End October. 
- External Communications Officer in place by end October. 
- Party Election Broadcast completed by end March. 
- Manifesto completed by end March. 
- Manifesto Launch mid April. 
- Policy statements released in Jan. Feb. and March. 

● Include on work plan “nice to have” discrete projects that could be delivered by further 
volunteers without disrupting the key deliverables. 

● Discuss this strategy, and the work plan, with the Young Greens to agree areas where they 
can get activists involved. 

● Get a paid campaign manager in place by the autumn of 2015 to ensure the work plan is 
delivered as the campaign gets busier. 

● Set up temporary physical office to enable effective volunteer management and more 
efficient organisation. 

 
Engaging increasingly mobile supporters 

● Increase supporter numbers in CiviCRM from 3,100 to 3600 by the end of 2015, aiming to 
have the name, email and postcode of as many as possible. This will be achieved by: 
campaign web site sign-ups, local party petitions and surveys, and other tactics to be 
determined. 

● Send monthly emails to supporters, and tailored emails on key topics such as health, and 
important niche topics such as animals. 

● Aim to double followers/’likers’ on Twitter and Facebook, and to ensure as many candidates 
as possible are using social media effectively to engage voters.  

● Consider contacting everyone who tweeted that they voted Green in the General Election to 
say thank you and offer them a next step to get involved; also consider building a simple 
database of these people to contact them closer to the Assembly elections. 

  
Improving the membership experience 

● Aim to ensure every new member is contacted by phone or email within 72 hours of joining. 
● Run regular new members’ meetings with a focus on socializing and finding out how they 

could become more involved; and on finding out more about them - why they joined, what 
their interests are, etc. 

● Promote and maintain the ‘events’ section of the web site, ensuring that members can find 
something to get involved with every week. 

● Offer more training and mentoring to local party membership secretaries, and consider 
taking a more direct role at a local level where parties don’t have anybody able to provide a 
basic memsec service to their members. 

● Producing a bilingual membership welcome to be issued to new members by Wales 
membership secretary / local parties. 
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Better coordination with local parties 

● Circulate the timetable with the responsible person(s) indicated and any updates to local 
party contacts and elections agents, and ensure they are aware of them. 

● Ensure local party contacts are clear on how we think local parties can best contribute to 
regional objectives where relevant. 

● Consider a regular update from the campaign manager, starting monthly and perhaps 
becoming weekly in final stages of the 2016 campaign, to local party contacts updating 
them. 

 
Building our media profile 

• Planned media strategy with key activity in January / February when creative stories will be 
picked up. 

• Increasing our visibility in Wales media with regular, topical press releases. 
• Campaigning to broadcasters to ensure inclusion in televised debates 
• Employing a paid press officer to professionalise our media output, build relationships with 

the media, and increase our capacity. 
• Develop our online presence with well co-ordinated digital campaigns. 

 
6.2 Local parties 
6.2.1 Target to win campaigns 

● Those local parties in a position to make a serious challenge for a council seat (Cardiff) 
should be encouraged and supported to run TTW campaigns in one target ward per party. 

● If resources are available from GPEW, we will provide training and support to those parties 
in the core skills of casework and issue-based campaigning, leaflet production, canvassing, 
data protection and processing, media and the mechanics of local elections. 

 
6.2.2 Develop to win campaigns 

● Most local parties in Wales are not currently in a position to win any snap by-elections, and 
will need significant development in capacity and skills to make a serious challenge in the 
2017 local elections. 

● All local parties in Wales, however, can make a crucial contribution to our regional 
campaigns success, as we require a significant number of votes from every county in order 
to elect Assembly Members in 2016. 

● So Wales will support local parties to build their campaigning capacity to achieve higher 
visibility, to promote and further Green politics, and to identify and ‘get out’ Green voters. 

● Wales will support local parties in developing their own strategies. Attending local meetings 
and intensive mentoring for every local party isn’t currently practical, so this support will 
primarily be in the form of training notes and sessions. 

● Wales will produce campaigns materials and guidance on key campaign issues, and 
provide training and support to local parties to run these. 

● To generate a buzz among party activists these campaigns will be included in our internal 
communications, including the events listing on the website and email newsletters. We will 
promote successes through email and social media. 

● Local parties should ensure that all campaigning activity not only attains media visibility and 
achieves real policy wins, but also builds up a database of potential Green voters which can 
be used to maximise votes in elections. Every petition, 60s survey and canvassing return 
should be obtaining three key pieces of information: name, email and post code. Data 
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should be fed into the national party supporters database so that supporters receive 
communications from Wales. 

 
6.3 Paid staff 

● Campaign manager recruitment underway. 
● Press officer recruitment tbc  

 
7. Co-ordination with GPEW 
We will: 

● Seek to influence and work within GPEW’s overall electoral strategies for the benefit of 
WGP and make use of their key issues, themes and slogans as appropriate. 

● Work in partnership with GPEW on fundraising and media in order to maximise the use of 
resources and expertise at national level. 

● Encourage Local Parties and members to make use of electioneering training events, 
support and expertise available from GPEW and other parts of the Party 

● Work with the National Election Agent to encourage Local Parties outside Wales to send 
volunteers to Wales when they have no local elections themselves 

 
8. Dissemination and implementation 
The Wales Green Party will publicise this strategy to members and local parties, encourage and 
support its implementation as outlined above, and ensure that it is updated as necessary. 
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Annex 1: The role of the Strategy Group   
 
This document outlines a suggested strategic approach to how the Green Party organises itself in 
the lead up to Welsh Assembly elections.  Learning lessons from the General Election campaign, 
both in Wales and across the UK, this approach is underpinned by several fundamental principles:  
 

● Encourages inclusive and grassroots led campaigning  
● Able to be agile and responsive  
● Utilises the knowledge, skills and experiences of our members and volunteers to best 

advantage  
● Supports all candidates, their co-ordinators and the wider teams effectively  
● Works towards agreed goals 

 
In order to run an effective and successful campaign it was felt that an agile, strategically focused 
campaign group needs to be formed.  This group would be responsible for defining, designing and 
co-ordinating the election strategy – to act, and react, in a fast-paced election environment, 
making decisions quickly.  It would consist of party officers and members - those with the 
inclination, knowledge and time able to meet the demands of a high profile national campaign.   
 
Strategy Group positions:  
 

Principle Speaker  Pippa Bartolotti 
Deputy Speaker   Anthony Slaughter 
Website Officer Position vacant 

 
Oversees all things digital: social media, website, all other materials  
● Would specialise in all messaging and the communication of 

messaging.   
● Would be the central co-ordinator for design work  
● Would lead on social media strategy 

o Supported by a team of volunteers  
Press Officer 
 

Position vacant  
 
● First point of contact with press, both pro-active and reactive stories  
● On call 24/7 in lead up to election  

Campaigns Officer 
 

Hannah Pudner – in position until November AGM  
 
● Advise on developments of the national campaign and local campaigns 

in all areas. 
 
This post may be best refocused once the paid Campaigns manager is in 
post.  It is proposed it broadens focus to look at the manifesto 
development:  
 
Be the key link from the manifesto writers to the strategy group  

Elections Officer  
 

Peter Varley – in position until November AGM  
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● Advise on developments of the campaign in all areas. 
 
As, above, this post may be better refocused once the paid Campaigns 
manager is in post.   

Campaigns Manger  Dan Boyle (staff position) 
Regional Organiser Louise Davies (staff position) 
Regional Reps  All five lead candidates on the five regional lists 

All five regional campaign managers 
 
Additional members will be brought in to represent different target audiences (which the Council 
don't currently fulfil), e.g. Jack Govier for students / young Greens. As we develop our strategy and 
identify key targets we may want to bring in more expertise to communicate to specific audiences. 
 
Membership of this group would involve significant time undertaking and at times pressurised.  Of 
course it is understood that there are many people who have much to give the party but are not 
able or wish to engage in this way.  Utilising all offers of support and everyone’s talent is a priority.  
Further volunteers will be needed to support the press officer, web and manifesto development in 
particular, as well as offer advice and support in other areas. It is hoped that all people who wish 
to participate are able to do so, the Strategy Group will be proactive in enabling this to be the 
case.  
 
It is proposed if decisions are able to be made by consensus in the group they are voted on, 
needing a 2/3 majority.  If an agreement still cannot be reached then it is taken to Council 
electronically for a steer.  
 
How the Strategy Group and manifesto team would work together  
The manifesto writing team would be separate to the Strategy team but work in synergy – it is 
proposed that Hannah Pudner and Peter Varley are the lead links between the Strategy Team and 
manifesto writers.  
 
How the Strategy Group and regional and constituency campaign teams would work 
together  
The Strategy Group would offer support to the regional and constituency campaign teams and 
their candidates.  Firstly it would co-ordinate the national strategy and liaison with the central party 
in terms of finances.  It would provide press support, leaflet design, briefings on key messages, 
how to campaign, organise training and keeping all regions abreast with developments across 
Wales.  
 
Local teams would feed up to the Strategy Group key messages from the electorate, 
developments and progress – this would then be used to refine the national strategy.  
 
The group will adopt a collaborative approach when working with the Regional Campaign Teams, 
with the Strategy Group offering support and guidance, but the RCT making final decisions on 
regional activity. 
  
How the Strategy Group and Council would work together 
The Strategy Group will report and make recommendations to Wales Green Party Council. The 
Council would provide feedback and advise the Strategy Group on ways forward, and ultimately 
endorse the overarching Wales-wide strategic approach. The Strategy Group would keep the 
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Council up to date on developments and progress. The Council would continue to run the party in 
all other aspects of day to day party business.  
 
Regional and constituency organisation  
In keeping with being grass roots led, it is up to the local parties to decide how to organise 
themselves for both the regional and constituency elections. Regions are requested to set up a 
Regional Campaign Team (RCT), which will includes a Regional Campaign Manager. The 
Regional Campaign Manager should link with each of the teams (and candidates) in the 
constituencies, and liaise directly with the list candidates.   
 
The autonomy of the Local Campaigns Teams (RCTs) remains - constitutionally they are 
empowered to develop their own campaign strategy, as long as they do not conflict with party core 
aims. It is hoped that there will be natural synergies between the Wales-wide and local 
campaigning activities. 
 
The Regional Campaign Manager for each region will be the main contact for the Strategy group 
and will be invited to attend meetings. 
 
How it all fits together….  
Each region decides how best to organise its campaigning, and will be co-ordinated by a Regional 
Campaign Manager. They will link to constituency organisers, their teams and the local 
candidates, as well as liaise directly with the regional candidates.  Their first point of contact for 
support would be members of the strategy group.   
 

 
 

 
 
 
Strategy group consisting of party officers & members, remit is to define, design and co-ordinate 
the delivery of the strategy for the forthcoming National Assembly for Wales elections. Meeting in 
person bi-monthly, and in regular electronic contact, the group's main purpose is to act, and react, 
in a fast-paced election environment, making decisions quickly. 
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Council continues to meet and oversee the direction and development of the Party.  While it has 
devolved election strategy to the Election Strategy Group, it is informed of progress and feeds into 
developments. 
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Annex 2: Number Crunching (Peter Varley, Elections Co-ordinator) 
 
I'll start with some wild guesses about how other parties will do. The first version had a scenario in which 
not much changes - party votes go up or down by 5%. That's still my best guess, but I have added two 
more scenarios in which the party votes change more drastically in response to topical events. One is that 
the Corbyn bubble continues to grow, and still hasn't burst by May. The other is that people become 
increasingly anti-EU in the run-up to the referendum. 
 
Some of the implications are obvious - for example, Lib Dem constituency wins in Brecon and Radnorshire 
and in Cardiff Central help us, as if they lose constituencies they take list seats which might otherwise be 
ours. 
 
Some of the implications are downright weird - for example, in MWW, if the Corbyn bubble continues to 
expand, we should target Plaid Cymru, but if it bursts, we should target the Lib Dems. Isn't AMS wonderful? 
 
The bottom line is that there's no clear pattern. We should target Lib Dems, Plaid Cymru and anti-fracking 
Conservatives, but which would be most effective varies not only from one region to another but also on 
what happens politically in the next seven months. 
 
Our best strategy is unduly sensitive to what happens to the Lib Dems. If the Lib Dem vote drops a bit, that 
helps us, but if it drops enough for them to lose constituency seats, that hurts us, unless they are utterly 
wiped out, which helps us. A Lib Dem win in Cardiff Central would give us a very good chance on the SWC 
regional list. Otherwise, our best chance is in MWW. Unless the Lib Dems do so badly that they lose 
Brecon and Radnorshire, in which case we have no chance in MWW but still some chance in SWC. 
 
UKIP gains are never good for us, but that won't come as a surprise to anyone. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
FIRST SCENARIO - NOT MUCH CHANGE 
 
1. Labour. The Labour vote is tribal. It won't change much, regardless of what the Labour Party does 
nationally. It is likely that some Labour voters will vote for someone else as a protest, but it is more likely 
that they will vote Socialist Labour or TUSC than Green - protest votes go to parties which aren't going to 
be elected, not to rivals. 
 
So (wild guess) Labour down 5%, with the beneficiaries being Socialist Labour, TUSC and possibly Green. 
 
2. Conservative. The Conservative vote is even more tribal than Labour. It doesn't change. 
 
Saying that, some Conservative NIMBYs might vote Green if fracking becomes an issue in their backyards. 
 
So (wild guess) Conservative no change, except where fracking is a major issue. 
 
3. Lib Dems. In 2011, the Lib Dems were on a downward trend after going into coalition in 2010. In 2016, 
the Lib Dems will be on an upward trend after bouncing back from the kicking they had in 2015. It's 
anyone's guess whether they will be higher or lower in May 2016 than in May 2011. My guess is that they 
will be slightly higher - the story (which no-one believed in  2015) that the Lib Dems had prevented the 
Tories from doing their worst in 2010-2015 is now plausible. 
 
So (wild guess) Lib Dems up 5%. 
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4. UKIP. UKIP was on an upward trend in 2011 and peaked at the Euro elections in 2014. They are now on 
a downward trend. They might still be slightly higher in 2016 than 2011, but not by much. 
 
All of the "good" UKIP results in 2015 were second places in Labour safe seats. 
I read this as voters telling Labour to get its house in order, not as growing support for UKIP. 
 
But, the BNP are dead, and 2011 BNP voters will presumaby vote UKIP in 2016. 
 
So (wild guess) UKIP up 5%, but add the BNP vote to that. 
 
5. Plaid Cymru. Plaid Cymru are on a slow downward trend. They're still an independence party, but very 
few people want independence. A lot of people wanted devolution, and we've got that, and most people 
want a bit more devolution, but not too much, and Labour, Lib Dems and Greens are all offering that too. 
 
So (wild guess) Plaid Cymru down 5%. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
SECOND SCENARIO - LABOUR BUBBLE 
 
What happens if Jeremy Corbyn becomes Labour leader and is still there next May? The Labour bubble will 
continue to expand. 
 
1. Labour. Sit-at-home Labour voters will be encouraged to turn out to vote. 
So (wild guess) Labour up 10% even before adding in contributions from floating voters. 
 
2. Conservative. No change. 
 
3. Lib Dems. Lib Dems get a lot of floating votes and a lot of anti-Tory votes. These could easily switch to a 
Corbyn-led Labour Party as it's new and exciting and not Tory. 
 
So (wild guess) Lib Dem vote down by 30%, and add these votes to Labour instead. 
 
4. UKIP. Since I think a lot of UKIP votes are voters telling UKIP to get its house in order, 
I expect this would switch back to a Corbyn-led Labour Party. 
 
So (wild guess) UKIP vote down by 30%, and add these votes to Labour instead. 
 
5. Plaid Cymru. No change. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
THIRD SCENARIO - ANTI-EU 
 
The current government is very unpopular and wants us to stay in the EU. And the EU has recently been 
doing stupid things. What happens if hostility to Cameron turns into hostility to the EU? 
 
1. Labour are pro-EU but not all that pro-EU. 
So (wild guess) Labour down another 5% from the NO CHANGE scenario, and add these votes to UKIP 
instead. 
 
2. Conservative. The Conservative vote might be vulnerable here. 
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So (wild guess) Conservative down 10% from the NO CHANGE scenario, and add these votes to UKIP 
instead. 
 
3. Lib Dems. The Lib Dems are very pro-EU, so will be hammered. 
So (wild guess) Lib Dem down 30% from the NO CHANGE scenario, and add these votes to UKIP instead 
 
4. UKIP. Anyone who actually believes what UKIP say already votes for them. 
So (wild guess) no new UKIP voters except for the protest votes switching from other parties. 
 
5. Plaid Cymru. There's no reason why the EU should affect the Plaid Cymru vote, but if nationalism is in 
the air they might benefit. 
So (wild guess) Plaid Cymru up 5% from the NO CHANGE scenario. 
 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
I'm using the constituency forecasts from http://blogs.cardiff.ac.uk/electionsinwales/about-elections-in-
wales/ for the NO CHANGE scenario, and making it up as I go along for the other two. 
 
Regions: 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
MWW 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid_and_West_Wales_%28National_Assembly_for_Wales_electoral_region%
29 
 
FIRST SCENARIO 
Assume: Plaid Cymru win Llanelli from Labour; other constituencies unchanged. 
Other forecasts indicate a four-way split, which wouldn't make a lot of difference. 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
4 constituency seats for Plaid Cymru 
3 constituency seats for Conservative 
1 constituency seat for Lib Dems 
 
Forecast for list votes, first scenario: 
53565 Plaid Cymru 
52905 Conservative 
44980 Labour 
28190 Lib Dem 
13018 UKIP 
 
The list seats go to Labour (44980), Labour (22490), Labour (14993) and Lib Dem (14095). Even if the Lib 
Dem vote dies, we still have to beat Conservative (13226) and UKIP (13018). 
 
Last time round we got 8660. Going by this forecast, we need another 5435 votes. If we take a lot of Lib 
Dem votes and a few anti-fracking Conservatives, another 4360 votes might be enough as that is what is 
needed to beat UKIP+BNP.  
 
(14095 votes is 6.7%; 13018 votes is 6.2%.) 
 
If MWW is to be a target seat, we should target the Lib Dems. 
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- - - 
SECOND SCENARIO 
 
Assume: All eight constituencies unchanged, Labour hold Llanelli. 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
3 constituency seats for Plaid Cymru 
3 constituency seats for Conservative 
1 constituency seat for Lib Dems 
1 constituency seat for Labour 
 
Forecast for list votes, second scenario: 
61840 Labour 
53565 Plaid Cymru 
52905 Conservative 
19733 Lib Dem 
 9113 UKIP 
 
The list seats go to Labour (30920), Labour (20613), Labour (15460) and Plaid Cymru (13391). 
 
This scenario is slightly better for us - we need another 4731 votes - but the main change is that it is Plaid 
Cymru, not the Lib Dems, that we should target. 
 
- - - 
 
THIRD SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Plaid Cymru win Llanelli from Labour; Conservatives win Brecon and Radnorshire from Lib Dems; 
other constituencies unchanged. 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
4 constituency seats for Plaid Cymru 
4 constituency seats for Conservative 
 
Forecast for list votes, first scenario: 
56342 Plaid Cymru 
47615 Conservative 
42731 Labour 
29014 UKIP 
19733 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to Labour (42731), UKIP (29014), Labour (21365) and Lib Dem (19733). 
 
This scenario is terrible for us. We need another 11073 votes. What makes it so terrible is the Lib Dems 
losing Brecon and Radnorshire. Any scenario in which the Lib Dems lose Brecon and Radnorshire means 
that they get a list seat instead, and that takes the fourth list seat out of range for us. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
SWC 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Wales_Central_%28National_Assembly_for_Wales_electoral_region%2
9 
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FIRST SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Lib Dems regain Cardiff Central from Labour; other constituencies unchanged. Any gain by 
Conservatives or Plaid Cymru would do just as well, but we are struggling if Labour win all eight. 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
7 constituency seats for Labour 
1 constituency seat for Lib Dems 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
81173 Labour 
45751 Conservative 
27175 Plaid Cymru 
17340 Lib Dem 
12510 UKIP 
 
The list seats go to Conservative (45751), Plaid Cymru (27175), Conservative (22875) and Conservative 
(15250). 
 
Last time round we got 10774 votes. Going by this forecast, we need another 4476 votes. We also have to 
finish above Plaid Cymru (13588) and UKIP+BNP (12510). 
 
If the Lib Dems don't take Cardiff Central, we would need another 6566 votes to finish above them. 
 
(17340 votes is 8.3%; 15250 votes is 7.3%; 13588 votes is 6.5%; 12510 votes is 6.0%.) 
 
If SWC is to be a target seat, we should help the Lib Dems and maybe target Plaid Cymru. 
 
- - - 
 
SECOND SCENARIO 
 
Assume: All constituencies unchanged (Labour hold Cardiff Central). 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
8 constituency seats for Labour 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
98245 Labour 
45751 Conservative 
27175 Plaid Cymru 
12138 Lib Dem 
 8757 UKIP 
 
The list seats go to Conservative (45751), Plaid Cymru (27175), Conservative (22875) and Conservative 
(15250). Nothing important has changed from the NO CHANGE scenario. It is Labour holding all eight 
constituency seats which is the problem, not the extra Labour list votes (they make no difference at all). 
 
- - - 
 
THIRD SCENARIO 
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Assume: Conservatives take Cardiff North from Labour (they did it in the General Election); other 
constituencies unchanged. 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
7 constituency seats for Labour 
1 constituency seat for Conservative 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
77114 Labour 
41176 Conservative 
28534 Plaid Cymru 
26346 UKIP 
12138 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to Plaid Cymru (28534), UKIP (26346), Conservative (20588) and Plaid Cymru (14267). 
We need another 3493 votes. We also have to beat Conservative (13725), UKIP (13173) and Lib Dem 
(12138). Again, it is Labour losing a constituency seat which makes the most difference, not the rise of 
UKIP or the fall of the Lib Dems. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
SWE 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Wales_East_%28National_Assembly_for_Wales_electoral_region%29 
 
FIRST SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Constituency results unchanged 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
7 constituency seats for Labour 
1 constituency seat for Conservative 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
78564 Labour 
35459 Conservative 
20758 Plaid Cymru 
16487 UKIP 
11338 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to Plaid Cymru (20758), Conservative (17729), UKIP (16487) and Conservative (11820). 
 
Last time round we got 4857 votes. Going by this forecast, we need another 6963 votes. Taking anti-
fracking Conservative votes wouldn't help much as we also need another 6481 votes to beat the Lib Dems. 
 
(11820 votes is 6.5%; 11338 votes is 6.3%.) 
 
If we're to have any chance in SWE, we should attack Conservatives, but we do that anyway. 
 
- - - 
 
SECOND SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Constituency results unchanged 
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Forecast for constituencies: 
7 constituency seats for Labour 
1 constituency seat for Conservative 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
94767 Labour 
35459 Conservative 
20758 Plaid Cymru 
11541 UKIP 
 7937 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to Plaid Cymru (20758), Conservative (17729), Labour (11845) and Conservative (11820). 
 
As far as we are concerned, our target hasn't changed from the NO CHANGE scenario. We also have to 
beat UKIP (11541) and Plaid Cymru (10379). 
 
- - - 
 
THIRD SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Constituency results unchanged 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
7 constituency seats for Labour 
1 constituency seat for Conservative 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
74636 Labour 
31913 Conservative 
27362 UKIP 
21796 Plaid Cymru 
 7937 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to UKIP (27362), Plaid Cymru (21796), Conservative (15956) and UKIP (13681). 
 
The target has increased by nearly 2000 votes. Any small chance we might have had has gone. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
SWW 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Wales_West_%28National_Assembly_for_Wales_electoral_region%29 
 
FIRST SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Constituency results unchanged 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
7 constituency seats for Labour 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
68178 Labour 
27457 Conservative 
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20195 Plaid Cymru 
11664 UKIP 
11217 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to Conservative (27457), Plaid Cymru (20195), Conservative (13728) and UKIP (11664). 
 
Last time round we got 3952 votes. Going by this forecast, we need another 7712 votes. A UKIP+BNP 
collapse wouldn't help much as we also need another 7265 votes to beat the Lib Dems. 
 
(11664 votes is 7.6%; 11217 votes is 7.3%.) 
 
I don't think we have much chance in SWW, but to have any chance the strategy has to be to target the Lib 
Dems. 
 
- - - 
 
SECOND SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Constituency results unchanged 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
7 constituency seats for Labour 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
81860 Labour 
27457 Conservative 
20195 Plaid Cymru 
 8165 UKIP 
 7852 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to Conservative (27457), Plaid Cymru (20195), Conservative (13728) and Labour (10232). 
 
This is slightly better for us than the NO CHANGE scenario, but we still need another 6280 votes. 
 
I don't know what our strategy should be here - there aren't enough Lib Dems left to target. 
 
- - - 
 
THIRD SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Conservatives take Gower from Labour; other constituency results unchanged 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
6 constituency seats for Labour 
1 constituency seat for Conservative 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
64769 Labour 
24711 Conservative 
21205 Plaid Cymru 
21184 UKIP 
 7852 Lib Dem 
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The list seats go to Plaid Cymru (21205), UKIP (21184), Conservative (12355) and Plaid Cymru (10602). 
 
Again, this is slightly better for us than the NO CHANGE scenario, but we still need another 6650 votes. 
 
With Conservatives, Plaid Cymru and UKIP all about equal, I don't know what our strategy should be here. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
NW 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Wales_%28National_Assembly_for_Wales_electoral_region%29 
 
Assume: Constituency results unchanged 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
5 constituency seats for Labour 
2 constituency seats for Conservative 
2 constituency seats for Plaid Cymru 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
59543 Labour 
52201 Conservative 
39616 Plaid Cymru 
14873 UKIP 
12082 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to Conservative (17400), UKIP (14873), Plaid Cymru (13205) and Conservative (13050). 
 
Last time round, we got 4406 votes. Going by this forecast, we need another 8644 votes. Ouch! A 
Conservative collapse wouldn't help much as we also need another 7676 votes to beat the Lib Dems. 
 
I don't think we have much chance in NW, and I'm not even sure what the best strategy might be: either 
attack the Lib Dems or try to attract anti-fracking Conservatives? 
 
- - - 
 
SECOND SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Labour take Aberconwy from Conservative; other constituency results unchanged 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
6 constituency seats for Labour 
2 constituency seats for Plaid Cymru 
1 constituency seat for Conservative 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
73584 Labour 
52201 Conservative 
39616 Plaid Cymru 
10411 UKIP 
 8457 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to Conservative (26100), Conservative (17400), Plaid Cymru (13205) and Conservative 
(13050). 
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As far as we are concerned, nothing has changed from the NO CHANGE scenario. 
 
- - - 
 
THIRD SCENARIO 
 
Assume: Plaid Cymru take Aberconwy from Conservative; other constituency results unchanged 
 
Forecast for constituencies: 
5 constituency seats for Labour 
3 constituency seats for Plaid Cymru 
1 constituency seat for Conservative 
 
Forecast for list votes: 
56566 Labour 
46981 Conservative 
41597 Plaid Cymru 
26695 UKIP 
 8457 Lib Dem 
 
The list seats go to UKIP (26695), Conservative (23490), Conservative (15660) and UKIP (13347). 
 
This is marginally worse for us than the NO CHANGE scenario, and that was bad enough. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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i  
Prediction: 3.4% in 2011 to 6.4% in 2016. Based on extrapolating trends in the constituencies.  
 
South Wales East: 
The 2011 result was bad. The 2007 and 2003 results were better, and we assume a large improvement from those. 
2011   4857 (2.7%) 
2016  10700 (5.9%) 
 
South Wales Central: 
The General Election results in SWC in 2016 were all huge improvements on those in previous elections. 
2011  10774 (5.2%) 
2016  18700 (9.0%) 
 
South Wales West: 
The 2011 result was unusually bad. The 2007 and 2003 results were much better, and we assume some improvement 
from those. 
2011   3952 (2.6%) 
2016  10600 (7.0%) 
 
Mid and West Wales: 
The General Election results in MWW in 2016 were all huge improvements on those in previous elections. 
2011   8660 (4.1%) 
2016  15200 (7.2%) 
 
North Wales: 
We haven’t made significant progress in North Wales. 
2011   4406 (2.3%) 
2016   6300 (3.3%) 
 
Total: 
2011  32649 (3.4%) 
2016  61500 (6.4%) 
 
Based on these figures, we would probably gain two AMs, in MWW and SWC, and miss out by about 1000 votes in 
SWE and SWW. 
 
ii  

- We have town councillors across Wales, but the only county councillor we have is David Roney, who is on 
Flintshire County Council as an Independent.  

- Best chance of a gain is Anthony Slaughter in St Augustines ward of Vale of Glamorgan Council.   
- Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan: In 2012 Cardiff GP stood a full slate of candidates across Cardiff which 

does give us some useful indications of our strong areas. 
Looking at Cardiff in 2017 both Cathays and Canton are possible gains for us. Both saw very promising 
results in 2012. Cathays in particular, as a collapse in the Lib Dem vote would almost certainly guarantee our 
success. This ward has seen more activity in recent years than others in Cardiff and the vote here probably 
played a big part in Chris vR's excellent 2015 Cardiff Central GE result. We do have a good chance in Canton, 
although that is more of a head to head with Plaid. We should see improved figures across Cardiff with 
Plasnewydd, another Cardiff Central ward, being a very promising area for us. We should also see some 
growth in Riverside, especially following Hannah Pudner's current by election campaign.  
As for the Vale of Glamorgan, we should be able to gain a seat in St Augustines. It is a 2 seat ward and in 
2012 Anthony was the only candidate and 15% of voters gave the Greens one of their votes. This was 
followed by a parliamentary by-election later in the same year where monitoring at the count indicated a vote 
share of 20 - 23 % in St Augustines.  
We are aiming to stand a full slate in the Vale in 2017 as we continue to grow the party in this area. In the 
Vale we only stood in two wards, Anthony Slaughter in St Augustines and Neil Rogers in St Brides so most of 
the Vale is very unknown territory. 
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We have had some very strong candidates put themselves forward for selection for SWC in next year’s 
Assembly election, all of whom are willing to stand in the following year's LA elections which should also boost 
our chances of gaining council seats. 

- Ashley Wakeling has been working hard in Uplands in Swansea. Likely to stand full slate – 35 wards and win 
in Uplands. 

- Ceredigion. 20 wards and one win. 
- We've already got a councillor in Flintshire, and the party there is expanding - four wards, one win and one 

second place. 
- Conwy can aim for two wards and one second place.  
- Denbighshire, the same, two wards, aiming for one second place. 
- Wrexham, the same, two wards, aiming for one second place. 
- Gwynedd, two wards, one second place. 
- Powys, two wards, one second place. 
- Ynys Môn, one ward. 
- Carmarthen, five wards, aiming for two second places. They did well enough in two of the three 

constituencies, so should be able to find a target ward or two somewhere. 
- Pembrokeshire, one ward, targeting to win, one second place. 
- Blaenau Gwent, one ward, targeting to win, one second place. 
- Bridgend, two wards, one second place. 
- Caerphilly, two wards, one second place. 
- Cynon Valley, two wards, one second place. 
- Merthyr, one ward. Optimism has its limits. 
- Monmouth, two wards, one second place. 
- Neath/Port Talbot, two wards, one second place. 
- Newport, two wards, one second place. 
- Torfaen, one ward, targeting to win, one second place. 
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